Eye movement-related responses of neurons in human subthalamic nucleus.
Intraoperative microelectrode single unit recordings are routinely made in the subthalamic nucleus (STN) of awake and alert Parkinson's disease (PD) patients during surgery for implantation of deep brain stimulation (DBS) electrodes. These recordings not only assist in determining the optimal target for electrode implantation, but also offer the unique opportunity to study movement-evoked responses from the basal ganglia. We report on the responses of human STN neurons to eye movements from eight PD patients (five men and three women). Twenty percent (18/89) of tested STN neurons showed responses to eye movements. Patients made pro-saccades, voluntary saccades or smooth pursuit eye movements in four directions: up, down, left, right. The majority of STN neurons (72% or 13/18), that responded to eye movements were found in the ventral half of the nucleus, while 58% (22/38) of STN neurons that had somatic responses were found in the dorsal half of the nucleus. The firing rate for STN oculomotor neurons was 33+/-15 Hz (n = 18), which was not different from that reported previously for STN neurons. Most neurons only responded to eye movements in a single direction, but 17% (3/18) showed responses to more than one direction. The majority of responses (17/18) to eye movements were increases in firing rate although one neuron did show a pause in firing with eye movement onset. The phasic changes in firing rate in response to eye movement usually occurred up to 250 ms following eye movement onset. Neurons were found that showed task-specific responses to cued versus self-paced saccades, responded to both passive limb movement and voluntary eye movement, and appeared to show either visual or attentional responses. These human physiological data, in conjunction with previous anatomical studies, suggest that the STN might have an oculomotor role. Although there is no evidence that STN is responsible for driving eye movements, it may have a role in either sensory feedback, corollary discharge, or in focusing the substantia nigra pars reticulata to allow a saccade to occur through disinhibition of the superior colliculus.